SnowDogg® CM100 Series Snow Plow
Buyers Part Number: CM100
Buyers Products SnowDogg CM100 Snow Plow delivers contractors and businesses a
municipal-grade plow for their medium duty trucks.
Get the power and durability of a municipal-grade
plow in a package optimized for medium duty
trucks.
Confront the elements and ensure your fleet
looks great for years to come with 304 stainless
steel moldboards.
The durability you need with a massive,
reinforced A-frame and quadrant.
Stand up to years of heavy use with eight laser
cut steel ribs, two added diagonal ribs for
torsional stiffness, and a full length 2 in. cross tube to protect connection points by spreading
impact.
Protect your equipment through varied pavement surfaces and obstacles with 6 stress
optimized trip springs to provide 40º of smooth moldboard trip action.
Fleet interchangeability with HD, EX, CM, and XP Series plows using the SnowDogg Dual
Foot Pedal Quick Mount.
Rely on the 2 HP power/hydraulic unit with full size SAE standard cartridge valves, 3/8 in.
rubber hoses, and integral valve manifold, or opt to use your truck’s central hydraulics.
Clear with speed, strength, and agility using two 2 in. x 12 in. angle cylinders and the 70º
attack angle.
Get the value you deserve with the standard 5/8 in. cutting edge, cast shoes, digital pistol-grip
controller, heavy belted snow deflector, and blade guides.
Exceptional snow stacking with an extra heavy duty lift cylinder to power a chain lift with 35º
of travel.
Cut through the dark with powerful dual-beam halogen plow lights with secure double post
mounts.

Specifications

Specifications continued:
Angle Cylinders

2 x 12"

Angled Blade Width

104.0"

Blade Height

31"

Blade Width

120"

Electrical

Headlamp
Rated
Replaceable
Micro-ISO
Relays

Cutting Edge

5/8 x 6 "

Harnesses

Separate
Light and
Hydraulic
Lift Cylinder
4GA Power
Wires

2 x 6"

Lights

Dual
Halogen
Bulbs

Moldboard Material

304
Stainless
Steel

Moldboard Thickness

12 Ga

Mounting System

Dual Foot
Pedal Quick
Mount

Plow Shoes

Standard

Plow Type

Straight
Blade

Ribs

10 / 2
Diagonal

Snow Deflector

3/8 Belted
Rubber

Stand

Detachable
Trip Springs
Jack

6

Trip Style

Full Trip

1084 lb

Shipping Weight

